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We give theory and algorithms for exactly calculating the stationary state distribution of a statistical 
multiplexing system with K sources. Each source is an N-state Markov chain and its state determines 
the Poisson rate of packet generation. The efficient analyses of such models are important in the design 
of Broadband-ISDN applications involving statistical multiplexing of many bursty sources. Our 
algorithm for computing the spectral expansion of the state distribution has complexity O(K3(N -1» for 
N fixed and K large. The theory gives the (exact) decomposition of the eigenvalue problem of the entire 
system into many small eigenvalue problems, the Kronecker-product form to the eigenvectors and a 
recursive algorithm for (exact) aggregation. The rate matrix in matrix-geometric theory is efficiently 
computed from our spectral representation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

We give a theory and an efficient algorithm for comput
ing the stationary probability distributions of a multi
plexing system in which information from K indepen
dent sources is multiplexed for transmission over a chan
nel. Each source is a N-state continuous-time Markov 
chain with generator M. When a source is in state i it 
generates discrete units of information, say packets , in a 
Poisson stream at a rate .Ai (1 ~ i ~ N). This process is 
called a Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP). 
The service time of each packet is an independent, ex
ponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/11-. 
When the channel is busy packets from all sources wait 
in a common buffer. The size of the buffer is assumed 
infinite. 

The model is an established paradigm and yet its 
practical importance in communications is still grow
ing. New impetus for the analysis of statistical multi
plexing is coming from the imminence of B-ISDN which 
proposes to have sources of varying degree of burst i
ness share the bandwidth. Rules for either accepting 
or blocking calls with bursty traffic require analysis of 
the kind performed here [1,2]. Access control in the 
ATM context has generated several investigations, for 
example [3,4,5] based on the results of Anick at al [6]. 
Comparative studies of models and analytic techniques 
for statistical multiplexing are reported in [7,8,9]. These 
studies have compared, among others, the fluid approx
imation [6] and the techniques in [10,11]. 

The MMPP has been widely used to model traffic in 
communication systems [12,10]. The Interrupted Pois
son Process (IPP), a special case of MMPP, has been 
widely used to model overflow streams [13,14]. Neuts' 
matrix geometric method applies to the model in this 
paper [15]. The limitations of this method, which are 
due to slow convergence in bursty environments and in 
high traffic intensities, have been noted previously (see 
for example [16]) . In addition, the complexity grows 

rapidly with increased size of state space, a problem ex
acerbated in B-ISDN applications. Another approach is 
based on generating functions [17] . In large problems 
this approach requires the calculation of roots of poly-

nomials of very high degree. 
The direct antecedents of the present work are the 

results of Anick et. al. [6], Kosten [18], Mitra [19] 
and Stern and Elwalid [20] on stochastic fluid models. 
Various results presented in this report are new and we 
have been able to apply them to fluid models. This 
report is necessarily brief and [21] may be consulted for 
further information. 

Our approach is based on computing the spectmZ 
expansion of the equilibrium state distribution of the 
system. By exploiting the structure of the problem, we 
have obtained explicit decompositions of the eigensys
tem and from it a provably efficient algorithm. Our 
analysis has two phases: the first phase analyzes the 
unaggregated system, i.e., where the description of the 
state of the sources is oblivious of the fact that the 
K sources are statistically identical; the latter is taken 
into account in the second phase on the aggregated 
system. The crucial decompositions and Kronecker
product forms are uncovered in the unaggregated form, 
while all the calculations are made in the aggregated 
form. 

The output of the first phase are the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors (Zk, CPk), where the dimension of the eigen
vectors is NJ(, which is the number of unaggregated 
states of the sources. The output of the second phase 
is the aggregated spectral expansion 

1r(A)(n) = La'Tz;.e'T, (n=0,1,2,···) (1) 
'T 

where 1r{A}(n) = {7r(n, u)} is of dimension L , where 

L = (K + N -1) 
N-l 

(2) 
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and 7r( n, eT) denotes the probability that the buffer con
tent is n and the aggregate state of the sources is eT. It is 
shown that the the eigenvalues of the aggregated source
buffer system, {ZT} in (1), are the roots of a family of 
L/N! explicit polynomials in which each polynomial is 
of degree 2N!. Also, a simple recursive algorithm i~ de
vised to obtain exactly the aggregate eigenvector e from 
4>. The coefficents aT in (1) are obtained by solving a 
system of L normalization equations. The complexity 

of the entire computational procedure is O(L3). For the 
case of particular practical interest where N is small and 
I< large, the complexity is O(I(3(N-l)), i.e., polynomial 
in the large parameter I<. 

2 DECOMPOSITIONS 

Let the state of source i be denoted by s( i) where s( i) 
E {I, 2" .. ,N}. The unaggregated state of the sources 
is given by s = (s(I), s(2),"" s(I<)). '0le let the state 
space of the unaggregated source process be 

?-f.N,I< ~f {k I k E ZK(1 ~ k(i) ~ N)}. (3) 

Let 1r(n) denote the lexicographic arrangement of {rr(n; s)}, 

1r(n) = rr(n; 1,···,1), rr(n; 1"",1,2), ... , rr(n; N,"', N) 

The generator of the un aggregated source process is 

Q = M EB M EB ... EB M, (4) 

a I<-fold Kronecker sum [15] on M, and the diagonal 
rate matrix R is 

R = A EB A EB ... EB A, (5) 

where A = diag(Al,A2, ... ,AN)' The balance equations 
of the composite source and buffer system are 

o 1r(n)[Q - R] + p1r(n + 1) (n = 0) 

1r(n - I)R + 1r(n)[Q - (R + p)] + p1r(n + 1) 
(n ~ 1) 

The independent solutions have the form 

(6) 

Here Z is a root of the characteristic polynomial I C (z ) I 
where, 

C(z) = pz2 + z [Q - (R + p)] + R, (7) 

and 4>C(z) = O. (8) 
Thus each z is an eigenvalue of the unaggregated system 
and 4> is the associated eigenvector. In general they are 
complex; however, they are all real for time-reversible 
sources. 

The following ergodicity condition, which is assumed 
throughout, allows us to be specific about the number of 
stable eigenvalues, i.e., satisfying Izl < 1. Let w be the 
stationary probability vector of an individual source, 
i.e., wM = 0, and (w,1) = 1, where (.,.) represents 

the inner product of vectors and 1 is the vector in which 
all elements are unity. Then the ergodicity condition is 

p < 1, (9) 

where p = X/e, X = (w, lA), and e = p/ [(. 
The solution to system balance equations given above 

has been shown by Neuts [15] to have the matrix
geometric form, i.e., for an appropriate vector band 
matrix X, 

1r(n)=bXn (n=0,1,2, ... ) (10) 

The "rate matrix" X can be shown to be composed from 
the elements of our spectral representation thus, 

X = ~-ly~ (11) 

where Y = diag{ Zt, Z2, ... } and ~ is the matrix with 
rows 4>1, 4>2, .... A similar representation holds in the ag
gregated framework as shown in Section 6. The a.bove 
implies that if the ergodicity condition is satisfied then 
the number of stable eigenvalues is I?iN'!{1 = NI<, and 
that there exists an equal number of eigenvalues for 
which Izl ~ 1, including one at 1. 

In (6) consider the following particular form: 

4> = Ul ® U2 ® ... ® UK (12) 

On substituting in (8)the above and the expressions in 
( 4) and (5) for Q and R, we find that (8) is satisfied if 
and only if there exists a set of I< numbers VI, v2, ... , VI< 

which, with pair (z, 4» satisfy the equations 

UiA(Z, Vi) 0, (1 ~ i ~ I<) (13) 

(14) 
i=l 

where A(z, v) = vz2 + z[M - (A + v)] + A (15) 
The above is is a system of I< coupled eigenvalue 

problems where each is N-dimensional. It will be use
ful to view the equation IA( z, v) I = 0 as the following 
equation in v with parameter z: 

IvI - B(z)1 = 0, 

where 
1 1 

B(z) = --M + -A. 
1- z z 

(16) 

(17) 

The function on the left side of (16) is the characteristic 
polynomial (of degree N) in v of the matrix B(z) . The 
solutions in v are denoted by 9i(z) (1 ~ j ~ N). 
These are, in general, continuous functions of complex 
variables with singularities at 0 and 1. Notice that each 
k E ?iN,K gives an equation 

K 

L9k(i)(Z) = Il, (18) 
i=l 

whose solutions z are solutions to the coupled eigen
value problem in (13)-(15). (We attempt to conform to 
the practice of denoting the elements of a vector k by 
k(I), k(2), . . . . The subscript on a vector is reserved 
for indexing the vector.) Typically there are many k 
(later to be aggregated into one class) that give the 
same left hand side to the equa.tion and therefore the 
same solutions z. These redundancies are eliminated in 



the aggregated version of (18). 

2.1 Aggregate Source State 

Let u denote an aggregate source state and S N,K the 
state space where, 

SN,K ~ {ulu E 71.. N, 0 ~ O'(i) and t. O'(i) = J(}. 

Note that ISN,KI = L. We interpret O'(i) to be the 
number of sources in state i (1 ~ i ~ N). The set 
of unaggregated source states which are lumped into a 
particular aggregate source state u is 

A(u) = {k E ?-(N,KI t, l(k(i) = j) = O'(j) (1 ~ j ~ N)} . 

where 1(·) is the indicator function whose value is either 
o or 1. The cardinality of A( u) is 

C(u) = J(!j{O'(I)!'" O'(N)!}. (19) 

3 AGGREGATED SYSTEM 

Our starting point is (18). We note that for any u E 

SN,K, all k E A(u) give rise to a common equation (18) 

and therefore also a common set of roots. Hence the 
aggregated counterpart to (18) is 

N 

L O'(j)gj(z) = J.l (u E SN,I<) (20) 
j=l 

Now consider the following family of polynomials of 
Z parametrized by u E SN,K: 

P(Zju) = {z(l-z)}N! IT {{w(u),g(z))-J.l} (21) 
wEI1N 

where w(u) is a permutation on the N-tuple u and ON 
is the set of all permutations w on N-tuples. In (21), 
g(z) = {gl(Z), ... ,gN(Z)}. These polynomials should 
be viewed as the symmetrization of the set of equations 
in (20) since P is symmetric in u and any solution z of 
(21) is also a solution of some equation from the set in 
(20). Conversely, any solution of (20) is also a root of 
P(Zj u) for an appropriate u. We have proven [21] 

Theorem 1 (i) P(z, u) is a polynomial in z of degree 
2N! and has real coefficients. 

(ii) P(z, u) = P(z,w(u)) for all w E ON , i.e., P 
is symmetric in u. Hence there are only Lj N! such 
distinct polynomials. 

(ii) The union of the roots of all the distinct polyno
mials give all the eigenvalues of the aggregated system. 

(iv) The set of roots of P(Zj u) may be grouped into 
pairs and each pair is associated with a distinct permu
tation of u. 

A sketch of the constructive proof of the polynomial 
structure of P( Zj u) is as follows. The expression in 
(21) is a symmetric polynomial in gl,g2, ... ,gN' Hence 
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from the "Fundamental Theorem on Symmetric Polyno
mials", P( Zj u ) is a polynomial in the elementary sym
metric polynomials of gI,g2, ... ,gN. These elementary 
symmetric polynomials may be obtained by noting that 
they are also the coefficients of the characteristic poly
nomial of B(z). Finally, the factor {z(1 - z)}N! in (21) 
allows the elementary symmetric polynomials to be ex
pressed as poynomials in z. Notice that in effect what 
has been achieved is a closed-form factorization of the 
characteristic polynomial of the aggregate source-buffer 
system, which is of degree 2L, into LjN! factors where 
each factor is an explicit polynomial of degree 2NL The 
theorem and algorithm for synthesizing the polynomials 
constitute an important extension of the factorization 
results in [6] and [19]. 

We illustrate the above procedure for the case of 
N = 2 in which 

( -0: 0:) (AI 0) M = {3 _ (3 and A = 0 A2 (22) 

P(Zj u) ,2 _ ,(0'1 + 0'2){ -(0: + (3)z + (AI + A2)(1 - z)} 

+0'1 0'2 { -(0: + (3)z + (AI + A2)(1 - z)}2 -

(0'1 - 0'2)2(1 - Z){(O:A2 + (3AJ)z - AIA2(1 - z)} 

(23) 

where, = z(l- z)J.l. Each member of the above family 
of polynomials (in z) is of degree 4. It can be shown that 
they are ordered by a simple function of their parameter 
u: for -00 ~ Z ~ 00, 

0''' (1)0''' (2) ~ a' (1)0" (2) =} P(Zj u") ~ P(Zj (1") 

3.1 Extremal Polynomial 

The polynomial obtained when u = J(ej in (21), where 
el = (1,0, ... ,0) and generally ej(n) = Djn , is called 
the extremal polynomial. 

Proposition 1 The extremal polynom.ial P(Zj J( ed is 
obtained thus from IA(z,O)1, the characteristic polyno
mial of a system with a single source and service rate 
O=J.ljJ(; 

P(Z; J( et) = J(N!IA(z , O)I(N-I)! (24) 

By repeating the argument in Section 2 which enumer
ated the number of eigenvalues inside the unit circle, we 
have as a corollary to above proposition, 

Proposition 2 When the ergodicity condition in (9) 
is satisfied the extremal polynomial has N! roots with 
modulus < 1 and an equal number with modulus ~ I, 
including one at 1. 

4 TIME-REVERSIBLE SOURCES 

In this section we specialize the results in the previous 
Section to the class of time-reversible sources, which in
clude those for which the rates are modulated by birth-
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death processes. For time-reversible sources the matrix 
M can be symmetrized by the similarity transformation 

M = W 1/ 2MW-1/
2 (25) 

Here W = diag{ w}. A consequence of time-reversibility 
is that every system eigenvalue Z is real. Moreover, ev
ery eigenvalue gj(z) (1 ~ j ~ N) of B(z) in (17) is also 
real. Each function gj (z) is continuous and contiuously 
differentiable (except at the singular points 0 and 1.) 
At each Z at which B(z) has distinct eigenvalues the 
derivative of gj(z), 

g~(z) = (1 ~ z)2 (iij(z), iij(z)M)- :2 (ii(z), ii(z)A) < 0 

where, Uj(z) = 'Uj(Z)W-l/2, (uj,Uj) = 1 and 'Uj(z) is 
an eigenvector of B(z). The functions gj(z) are indexed 
to be increasing with j when \z\ is large. A sketch of 
these function is in Fig. 4.1. Related functions which 
arise in fluid models are studied in [20]. 

We now present a Newton-type algorithm for com
puting the eigenvalues of the aggregated system. This 
is an alternative to the method given in Section 3 and 
is advantageous when N is large and the polynomials 
are hard to construct. Letting z(n) be the n-th iterate 
for the solution z of (20), Newton's method is defined 
as 

(n+l) _ (n) L:f=l (T(j)gj(z(n)) - I-l 
z z - (26) - L:f=l (T(j)gj(z(n)) 

The set {gl(Z) , ... ,gN(Z)} is the eigenvalues of B(z), 
see (17). The derivatives {g~(z), ... ,g~(z)} are calcu
lated by using the formula given earlier. 

4.1 Dominant Eigenvalue 

Proposition 3 For any K, the maximum, r (minimum,rl) 
of the aggregated systems's eigenvalues that lie in the in
terval (-1, 1) is the maximum ( minimum) of the roots 
of the extremal polynomial P( Zj K el) that lie in the in
terval [0,1). 

The proof is in [21]. The eigenvalue r is called the dom
inant eigenvalue. The above proposition implies that it 
is also the dominant eigenvalue of a system with a single 
source and service rate O. The dominant eigenvalue is 
one of the most important parameters in characterizing 
system performance. This above result extends similar 
results in [6] and [19]. 

For the IPP case ('\1 = 0 in (22)) the extremal poly
nomial corresponds to U = (0, K). It follows from (23) 
that rl = 0 and the dominant eigenvalue is 

r = 

5 EIGENVECTORS 

Recall that the eigenvectors of the un aggregated system 
were postulated in (12) to have the Kronecker prod
uct form with N-dimensional vector components {'Uj}. 
It is worth noting here that once an eigenvalue z has 
been computed, it is straightforward to obtain the cor
responding vectors 'Uj(z) (1 ~ j ~ N): first B(z) is con
stituted as in (17), then the solutions VI. V2, . •• ,VN are 
computed by solving (16) and, finally, 'Uj (1 ~ j ~ N) 
is obtained from (13) as the null vector of A(zj Vj). 

To find the system's aggregated eigenvectors, we be
gin by assuming that the eigenvalues of the aggregated 
system and associated indices U E SN,K have been com
puted. The unaggregated eigenvectors indexed by k, for 
all k E A(u), are 

4>k = 4>k(l) ® 4>k(2) ® ... ® 4>k(K)), (27) 

where 

4>k(i) E {'Ul(ZU), .. . ,'UN(ZU)} (1 ~ i ~ K) (28) 

and 'Uj(zu) has multiplicity (T(j) (1 ~ j ~ N). Any 
pair of unaggregated eigenvectors in the same aggregate 
class differ only in the order in which the Kronecker 
product in (27) is taken (Kronecker products are not 
commutative.) This gives the following result. 

Proposition 4 For each U E SN,K, and all k E A(u) 

E <Pk(l) has a common value, sayeu(T) (29) 
lE.A(T) 

The vectors {eu} are the eigenvectors of the aggregate 
source-buffer system. 

To evaluate eu first define its multivariate generat
ing function, 

Q(Ujy)= E y?· .. y;reu(T) (30) 
'TESN,J( 

Alternatively we have 

9(Uj y) = (y ® ... ® y, 4>k(l) ® ... ® 4>k(K)) (31) 

where k is any element of A(u). From (31), 

K 

9(ujY) = IT(y,4>k(i))' (32) 
i=l 
N 

IT (y, 'Uj(zu ))<T(j) , (33) 
j=l . 

We now have a procedure for calculating <u (T): expand 
(33) as in (30) and obtain the appropriate coefficient. 
We illustrate the above for the case N = 2: 

Vl ,2 = ~[~-~] 
±~ [).l + ).2 _ ex + (3]2 _ 4 [).1).2 _ ex).2 + (3).1] 

2 z 1 - Z Z2 z( 1 - z) 

if we let 'Uj = (1, uj(2)) then 



Uj(2) = 1 ~ Z [Vj + 1 ~ Z - ~l 1 (j = 1,2) (34) 

Finally, 

~0'(Tl,r2) = ~ (~l) (TIO"~ I) {ul(2)Yl-l{ tl2(2)Y2- T l+1 

5.1 Recursive Algorithm 

From (29) it is clear that typically there are many terms 
in the composition of eO' (T). Therefore, the efficiency 
of our method is dependent on the following algorithm 
for aggregation. See [21] for proof. 

Theorem 2 For each 0' E S N,K , 

eO'(T) = HN(O'j T), (T E SN,I<) 

where, for (1 ~ i ~ N), 

N 

(35) 

Hi(sj t) = l: Hi(S - eij t - ej)ui(j) + Hi-1(Sj t) 
j=l 

and the initial conditions are 

{
I if S = t =0 

Ho(sjt) = 0 otherwise 

(36) 

(37) 

For each i , the recursion in (36) is executed for S ~ 0' 
and It I = Isl· 

6 BUFFER CONTENT STATISTICS 

The stationary probability vector of the un aggregated 
source process is p = w ® w ® w •.. ® w. The ele
ments of its aggregated counterpart ptA) are (for 0' E 

SN,K) 

p(A)(O') = C(O'){W(l)}O"(l) {W(2)y(2) ... {w(N)}O"(N) 

The spectral expansion of the stationary probability 
vector of the aggregated source-buffer system 1t'(A) (n), 

7r(A)(njO') = l: aTzTeT(O') (n 2: OjO' E SN,K) 
TESN,K 

must satisfy the normalizations conditions, 
00 

p(A)(O') = l: 7r(A)(nj 0') (0' E SN,I<). 
n=O 

In matrix form, 

The rows of the L x L matrix S are {eT} and 
Z = diag{zO'}. 

(38) 

(39) 

An important function in applications is the com
plementary buffer content distribution, 

G(n) = Pr [buffer content 2: n] (40) 

G( n) closely approximates the overflow probability (com
monly referred to as "grade of service") of a system with 
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finite buffer of size n, when the given overflow proba
bility is small. 

Letting q = a[I- Z]-l and d( T) = (eT' 1) we obtain 
00 

G(n) l: (1t'A(m), 1) = (qZnS, 1) 
m=n 

l: q(O')d(O')z~ (n = 0,1,2, ... ) 
O'ESN,K 

The vector q is obtained by solving a system of L linear 
equations. 

Notice that if 

x = S-lZS (41) 

then, for n = 0,1,2, ... 

(42) 

The matrix X will be recognized to be Neuts' rate ma
trix in the aggregated framework. 

7 Numerical Investigation 

We report on applications of the algorithms developed 
in this paper to the statistical multiplexing of IPP 
sources. Fig. 7.1 shows the effect on G(n) of vary
ing the mean cycle time T (defined as the sum of mean 
burst period (1/(3) and mean silent period (1/ a)) while 
the ratio a/ (3 is held fixed. Observe that decreasing 
T, i.e., increasing the "jitteriness" of the arrival process 
results in a decrease in buffer requirement for a given 
grade of service. As a and (3 -+ 00 all correlations in 
the arrival process are removed and the system behavior 
approaches that of M/M/I. 

Fig. 7.2 illustrates the effect of source burstiness 
(peak rate/mean rate) on the system performance. Four 
curves are displayed as the burstiness is increased while 
the traffic intensity p is held fixed. Note the expected 
increase in G due to increasing burstiness. 
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of functions gj(z), l~j~. 
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Figure 7.1: Constant p=O.8333, various mean cycle times. 
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Figure 7.2: p=O.8333, various burst lengths and peak rates. 


